assigned timeslot at the full channel speed [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Link segregation in access networks is another important problem for service providers and subscribers. The protection of contents for the service provider and data privacy for the subscriber are indispensable to ensure secure service and billing. In EPONs, ONU-based VLAN services would be a simple solution for link segregation. N. Finn [7] proposed the broadcast group identification to support the emulation of multiple shared LANs, but it is only applicable to multicast in the downstream direction. Therefore, in this paper, logical-group identification (LGID) is proposed for ONU-based multicast or multiple shared LAN emulation in EPONs.
Streaming digital video over IP core and access platforms, with various networking mechanisms in place to ensure QoS, has come to be called IPTV. In an access " " network, increased quality of service (QoS) is necessary to deliver some services; for example, a multichannel television service offering programs similar to those of today s broadcast or cable television, where the response ' to changes in the channel is nearly instantaneous and the contents are always available [8] . As of now, 10G EPON technology, which is in the process of standardization by the IEEE P802.3av 10GEPON task force, is suitable for handling multimedia-based bidirectional communication services. Figure 1 shows a 10G asymmetric EPON system which is suitable for bandwidthintensive services such as IPTV. In point-to-multipoint access networks, ONU-based multicast emulation could be used to provide IPTV services with an adequate level of QoS. A possible architecture for digital television over EPON is proposed in [9] . The statistical multiplexing on the Ethernet layer is performed by the IGMP snooping mechanism. However, the multicast frame is broadcasted from the OLT to all ONUs. J. Wu et al. [10] presented a controllable multicast architecture for IPTV services over EPON. OLT assigns a multicast LLID (MLLID), which is described in [11] , for the delivery of the multicast stream, so as to save bandwidth resources. However, this is not suitable for IPTV channel package delivery services over EPONs. By implementing ONU-based VLAN and the IGMP snooping mechanism, 10G EPONs can support separate and secure connections between providers and subscribers, and provide subscribers with differentiated IPTV channel packages, while providing an improved channel zapping time.
Section II introduces the MPCP protocol for EPONs and describes the LLID for point-to-point emulation and shared LAN emulation. Section III presents the proposed LGID, preamble format, frame tagging and filtering rules for ONU-based VLAN services. In Section IV, ONU-based VLAN and the IGMP snooping mechanism are utilized in 10G EPONs to support IPTV channel package delivery services with faster channel switching. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. MULTI-POINT CONTROL PROTOCOL
By defining the multi-point MAC control sublayer as an extension of the MAC control sublayer, the multipoint control protocol can be used to operate an optical multi-point network. The MPCP specifies the control mechanism between the OLT and ONUs connected to a point-to-multipoint segment to allow the efficient transmission of data. The MPCP uses messages, state machines, and timers to control the access to a pointto-multipoint topology. The control messages included in the MPCP are GATE, REPORT, REGISTER˙REQ, REGISTER, and REGISTER_ACK. Each ONU in the point-to-multipoint topology contains an instance of the MPCP protocol, which communicates with an instance of the MPCP in the OLT. Some of the objectives of the MPCP are to provide support for point-to-point emulation, multiple LLIDs and MAC clients at the OLT, a single LLID per ONU and a mechanism for single copy broadcasting.
The MPCP has two operation modes: normal and auto-discovery. In normal mode, the MPCP relies on two Ethernet control messages, GATE and REPORT, to allocate bandwidth to each ONU. The GATE message is used by the OLT to allocate an upstream transmission window to an ONU. The REPORT message is used by an ONU to report its local conditions to the OLT. Note that the MPCP does not specify any particular DBA algorithm, but simply provides a framework for the implementation of various DBA algorithms [3] [4] [5] [6] . In auto-discovery mode, the protocol relies on three control messages, REGISTER, REGISTER_REQ, and REGIS-TER_ACK, which are used to discover and register a newly connected ONU and collect relevant information about it, such as its round-trip delay and MAC address. The OLT performs registration by assigning a unique logical link identification to the newly connected ONU. IPTV Delivery Architecture in 10G EPONs using ONU-Based -Su-il Choi … 71
Logical Link Identification
The reconciliation sublayer of EPONs is extended to enable multiple data link layers to interface with a single physical layer. The logical link identification is defined as a numeric identifier assigned to a point-tomultipoint association between the OLT and an ONU established through the point-to-point emulation sublayer. This results in the assignment of a value to the LLID variable associated with a MAC, after the exchange of discovery handshake messages between the OLT and ONU. The point-to-multipoint association, which is assigned a unique LLID, is bound to an ONU DTE.
By combining point-to-point emulation, suitable filtering rules at the ONU, and suitable forwarding/reflecting rules at the OLT, it is possible to emulate a shared LAN. This is performed in a layer above the MAC that behaves like an n-port bridge while deciding whether to forward a frame. Also, the mode variable is used to differentiate between unicast frames and broadcast frames.
At the OLT, the rules for setting the mode and LLID parameters are as follows:
• If the OLT sends a unicast frame passed down from the upper layers to an ONU, then it does so with the LLID variable set to the value of the destination ONU and the mode bit set to zero.
• If the OLT sends a broadcast or unknown frame passed down from the upper layers to all ONUs, then it does so with the LLID variable set to the value of broadcast and the mode bit set to one.
• If the OLT sends a unicast frame received from an ONU to another ONU, then it does so with the LLID variable set to the value of the destination ONU and the mode bit set to zero.
• If the OLT sends a broadcast or unknown frame from an ONU to other ONUs, then it does so with the LLID variable set to the value of the source ONU and the mode bit set to one.
If the OLT receives frames from the ONUs, the rules for filtering are as follows:
• The received mode bit is ignored.
• If the received LLID value matches the value of broadcast and an enabled MAC exists whose LLID variable has the same value, then the comparison is considered a match to this MAC.
• If the received LLID value is any value other than the value of broadcast and an enabled MAC exists whose LLID variable matches the received LLID value, then the comparison is considered a match to this MAC.
• If no match is found, then the frame is discarded within the reconciliation sublayer. If a match is found, then the frame is intended to be transferred. If theframe is transferred, both octets of the LLID field are replaced with normal preamble octets.
When an ONU sends frames to the OLT, it does so with the corresponding LLID and mode bit set to zero. Also, if there are incoming frames from the OLT, the filtering rules of these frames are as follows:
• If the received mode bit is set to zero and the received LLID value matches the LLID variable then the comparison is considered a match.
• If the received mode bit is set to one and the received LLID value doesn t match the LLID variable, or the ' received LLID matches the value of broadcast, then the comparison is considered a match.
• If no match is found, then the frame is discarded within the reconciliation sublayer. If a match is found, then the frame is intended to be transferred. If the frame is transferred, then both octets of the LLID field are replaced with normal preamble octets. Figure 2 shows the point-to-point emulation and the single copy broadcast emulation. The unicast frames, transmitted from the OLT, are received by the MAC of the associated ONU DTE. The broadcast frames, transmitted by the OLT, are received by all ONUs.
III. ONU-BASED VLAN SERCICES
EPONs can support separate and secure connections between providers and subscribers using ONU-based VLAN services. To support the emulation of multiple shared LANs in EPONs, logical-group identification is proposed to identify a subset of the ONUs that are connected to the same OLT. Also, new frame tagging and filtering rules are proposed for the OLT and ONUs. ONU-based VLAN services would be a simple solution for link segregation that would provide service providers with content protection and subscribers with data privacy.
Logical Group Identification
A logical group is defined as a set of logical links and is identified by a logical group identifier. The LGIDs for an ONU can be assigned during discovery processing and can be changed during normal operation mode. The proposed discovery handshake message exchange is illustrated in Figure 3 . After the exchange of discovery handshake messages between the OLT and ONU, it results in the assignment of values to the LLID and the LGID variables associated with a MAC.
The reconciliation sublayer of EPONs is extended to enable multiple shared LANs to interface with a single physical layer. There is a mapping between the sets of {mode, LLID, LGID} and multiple MACs. This mapping is used to replace the transmitted preambles with the mode, LLID and LGID fields, as well as to steer the received packet to the appropriate MAC. Figure 4 shows the suggested Ethernet preamble format for EPONs. The start of the LLID delimiter (SLD) field is used to locate the MODE, LLID, LGID, and 8-bit cyclic redundancy check value (CRC8) fields. The last two octets of the Ethernet preamble are replaced by the MODE, LLID and LGID fields. Some fields of the EPON preamble are as follows:
• MODE: This variable is set to zero for an ONU MAC and may be zero or one for an OLT MAC. When the LLID is used to emulate a single copy broadcast or multicast channel, this variable is set to one. When emulating a unicast channel, this variable is set to zero.
• LGID: This variable may be set to any value for a group of enabled OLT MACs and registered ONU MACs.
• LLID: This variable is set to the broadcast value of 0x3ff for an unregistered ONU MAC. Enabled OLT MACs may use any value for this variable. Registered ONU MACs may use any value other than 0x3ff for this variable.
To emulate unicast and multicast channels, the frame reception rules at the OLT and the ONUs are listed in Table 1 . At the OLT, the rules for setting the mode and LLID parameters for each shared LAN defined by the LGID variable are as follows:
• If the OLT sends a unicast frame that is passed down from the upper layers to an ONU, then it does so with the LGID variable set to the value of the associated shared LAN, the LLID variable set to the values of the destination ONU, and the mode bit set to zero.
• If the OLT sends a broadcast or unknown frame that is passed down from the upper layers to ONUs, then it does so with the LGID variable set to the value of the associated shared LAN, the LLID variable set to the value of broadcast, and the mode bit set to one.
• If the OLT sends a unicast frame received from an ONU to another ONU, then it does so with the LGID variable set to the value of the associated shared LAN, the LLID variable set to the value of the destination ONU, and the mode bit set to zero.
• If the OLT sends a broadcast or unknown frame from an ONU to other ONUs, then it does so with the LGID variable set to the value of the associated shared LAN, the LLID variable set to the value of the source ONU, and the mode bit set to one.
If the OLT receives frames from the ONUs, the filtering rules are as follows:
• If the received LLID value matches the value of broadcast (0x3ff) and an enabled MAC exists whose LGID and LLID variables match the received LGID value (0x0) and LLID value, respectively, then the comparison is considered a match to this MAC. • If the received LLID value is any value other than the value of broadcast and an enabled MAC exists whose mode variable has a value of zero and LGID and LLID variables match the received LGID and LLID values, respectively, then the comparison is considered a match to this MAC.
• If no match is found, then the packet is discarded within the reconciliation sublayer. If a match is found, then the packet is intended to be transferred. If the packet is transferred, then both octets of the MODE, LGID and LLID fields are replaced with normal preamble octets.
When an ONU sends frames to the OLT, it does so with the corresponding LGID and LLID values and mode bit set to zero. Also, if there are incoming frames from the OLT, the filtering rules applied to these frames are as follows:
• If the received mode bit is zero and the received
LGID and LLID values match the LGID and LLID variables, respectively, then the comparison is considered a match.
• If the received mode bit is one, the received LGID value matches the LGID variable, and the received LLID value doesn t match the LLID variable, or the ' received LLID matches the value of broadcast, then the comparison is considered a match.
Using the proposed multiple shared LAN emulation, ONU-based VLAN services, configured to have separate MAC address databases, can provide each group of subscribers with secure data, voice, and video traffic transmissions. Figure 5 shows a point-to-point emulation and multicast channel emulation. Unicast frames, transmitted from the OLT to ONUs, are transferred to the MAC of the associated ONU DTE, and multicast or broadcast frames for a specific group of ONUs are transferred to the MACs of the associated ONUs.
IV. IPTV SERVCES IN 10G EPONS
Contemporary TV technology sends all TV channels to all end users and channel switching is performed by simple filtering of the undesired frequencies. This mechanism is used in existing cable TV systems. Specifically, changing channels is accomplished simply by selecting one channel and ignoring the rest using a process similar to a band pass filter. However, IPTV cannot make use of this approach, because of the limited bandwidth reaching the home. Therefore, the telecom service provider only sends the selected TV channel or channels to the customer premises. If IP multicast technology is used to deliver IPTV, multicast trees should first be established with QoS guarantees for video transmission.
Conventionally, each user joins a multicast group separately and receives an individual copy of each multicast data packet. When the subscriber sends in a request for a video channel using the STB connected to the CPE, the carrier Ethernet filters the request and replicates and forwards only the requested channel to the subscriber. In an EPON access network, it is inefficient to deliver a separate copy of the packet to each member of the multicast group. One way to improve the efficiency and utilization of an EPON is to take advantage of its broadcast nature when delivering internet group management protocol (IGMP) multicast packets.
Multicast of IPTV channel using LGID
Fiber to the home (FTTH) is being considered for the deployment of EPONs. In this topology, the ONU is connected directly to an end-user. In an EPON, multiple ONUs may join an IGMP multicast group to receive multicast data, such as video. The OLT processes and responds to the IGMP messages sent by a user, thereby functioning as an IGMP proxy. The OLT communicates on behalf of all the members of a particular multicast group with the multicast source, and receives only one copy of the multicast data. In general, after receiving a multicast data packet, the OLT broadcasts it to all ONUs within the EPON by attaching the broadcast LLID value to the preamble of the Ethernet frame. An ONU which is a member of the multicast group extracts the multicast packet from the Ethernet layer and forwards it to the user.
To implement multicast technology between the OLT and ONUs, we applied ONU-based multicast emulation using LGID. The registration and subscription procedures are shown in Figure 6 . During the registration procedure, the user sends a service registration request to the management portal. Then, after the user passes the authentication stage, the channel manager sends the channel access list of this user to the OLT and the OLT assigns LGIDs for each ONU. In order to implement channel switching, every IPTV program is previously allocated an IP multicast address and a corresponding multicast MAC address. After registration, when he or she wants to subscribe to a new IPTV channel or channel package, the user sends a subscription request to the channel manager through the management portal. After the channel manager confirms that this request can be accepted, it updates the corresponding channel list and sends the updated version to the OLT. The unsubscription procedure can be similarly described. The management of the channel access list of each ONU is performed in the OLT. Thus, the management of the channel access lists is a centralized process.
We assume that IPTV channel packages are delivered to the OLT when an associated channel request is received from any ONU. The IPTV channel delivery procedure is shown in Figure 7 . Firstly, the user sends an IGMP request to the ONU. Then, the ONU performs the IGMP snooping function, which is responsible for listening to the IGMP message from the user and setting up a multicast mapping table between the multicast address and the requesting port. The ONU forwards the IGMP request to the OLT which then starts up an IGMP proxy to judge whether to forward the request to the multicast router or not. Because the requested channel already exists, it will drop the IGMP request, and attach the assigned LGID to the IPTV multicast stream and deliver it to the ONUs. The OLT maintains a mapping table between the multicast address and ONUs, which can be used to tell the OLT which ONUs the multicast stream should be forwarded to. After receiving a multicast data packet, the OLT attaches a unique LGID for each multicast address, and delivers it to the allowed ONUs. Then, an ONU which is a member of the multicast group extracts the multicast packet by checking the LGID value of the Ethernet frame, and forwards it to the user.
Multicast of IPTV channel package using LGID
When it is used in the network, IP multicast technology offers interesting challenges in terms of capacity optimization. While little statistical multiplexing occurs for constant bit rate TV traffic, the key factor that affects the capacity utilization is the packaging of the channels into different IP multicast groups [9] . At one end of the spectrum, each TV channel could be allocated its own IP multicast tree, thus potentially allowing for the bandwidth-efficient delivery of only the requested channels to different branches of this tree. Such a solution would typically result in higher management overhead and increased channel change latency. At the other extreme, the entire set of broadcast channels could be packaged into a single IP multicast tree. Multiple multicast trees allow for fine-grained traffic engineering, while smaller numbers of trees carrying multiple programs would reduce the amount of signaling and other overhead. IPTV support systems must provide for the systematic evaluation of subscriber and channel profiles, in order to identify the most effective channel packaging solutions.
Cable TV providers typically provide market segmentation via subscriptions to different program packages. Similarly, it is expected that IPTV customers will sub- IPTV Delivery Architecture in 10G EPONs using ONU-Based -Su-il Choi … 75 scribe to certain conditional access (CA) channels or channel packages. If subscription, authorization, and billing are done per ONU, the permission for each subscriber to view specific channels can be accomplished based on registered ONUs. Using the proposed multiple shared LAN emulation, the OLT can provide the ONU with differentiated IPTV channel packages. Also, IP multicast groups are used to convey each IPTV channel from the ONU to the subscriber. This does not require additional management overhead, and the channel switching information just travels to the ONU. We assume that the IPTV channels consist of a basic channel package (CP1), premium channel package (CP2), and special channel package (CP3). An example of the management of differentiated IPTV channel packages is shown in Table 2 . CP1 is assigned the VLAN and LGID values, VID1 and LGID1, respectively. These channels are delivered to all ONUs. CP2 is assigned the VLAN and LGID values, VID2 and LGID2, respectively. Premium channels are delivered to ONU2 and ONU3. When special channels are subscribed to by ONU3, these channels are only delivered to this ONU.
The IPTV channel package delivery procedure is shown in Figure 8 . We assume that the IPTV channel packages are delivered to the OLT. The OLT assigns a predefined LGID value to each channel package and delivers them to the ONUs. Each ONU accepts only the allowed channel packages by checking the LGID value of the Ethernet frame. When the user sends the IGMP request to the ONU, the ONU performs IGMP snooping and forwards the requested channel to the user. The ONU forwards the IGMP request to the OLT which then starts up IGMP proxy to judge whether to forward the request to the multicast router or not. When the OLT forwards the IGMP request, we assume that a new channel package which contains the requested IPTV channel is delivered to the OLT. The OLT maintains a mapping table between the multicast address and ONUs, which can be used to tell the OLT which ONUs the multicast stream should be forwarded to. Using the LGID, the VLAN protocol is used for the multicast of the IPTV channel package between the OLT and ONUs, and the channel delivery is performed by the IGMP snooping mechanism.
Service quality requires adequate capacity. To ensure IPTV services, EPONs must provide sufficient bandwidth to ensure delivery without too much loss or delay. 10G EPONs, which offer a significant increase in performance over 1G EPONs, can provide the increased bandwidth needed by the emerging bandwidthintensive services. IPTV channel delivery using LGID, which is shown in Fig. 7 , is suitable for 1G EONs. In this case, IPTV channel packages are delivered to the OLT and the requested channels are delivered from the OLT to the ONUs. As shown in Fig. 8 , when 10G EPONs with LGID are used for IPTV distribution, the differentiated IPTV channel packages are delivered from the OLT to each ONU by ONU-based VLAN, and the ONU delivers the requested channels to the STB using the IGMP snooping mechanism.
Channel Zapping Delay
End users should be able to select the program they wish to view from the available TV contents. This also requires short channel selection and channel changing times. Hence, the channel zapping delay is one of the key IPTV features needed for successful deployment [12] . The overall channel zapping process is shown in Figure 9 [13] . EPONs can be deployed between the home gateway (HG) and gateway router (GWR). Another method of deploying EPONs is to make the FTTH ONU play the role of the HG. As the quality of experience (QoE) parameter, the channel zapping time (Tz) can be used, which is made up of three components: the IGMP processing time or network layer zap time (T n ), buffering time (T b ), and decoding time (T d ). The IGMP processing time or network layer zap time is the time interval between the transmission of a channel leave message and the reception of the first multicast packet of the requested channel. A channel zap request is triggered by a channel change which is mapped by STB to a multicast group address carried in the IGMP message. After an IGMP message is sent toward a rendezvous point by a gateway router (GWR), the corresponding channel data is delivered to the STB. During the time the STB receives the IPTV multicast traffic, it stacks the packets in a buffer. The buffering delay is the time between the arrival of the first multicast traffic in the buffer and the time when the buffer is sufficiently full to start displaying the video on the screen. After the STB starts to receive and buffer the multicast stream, there is a decoding delay before the buffered data is actually rendered on the TV screen. This type of delay is caused by two processes, codec decoding, whose purpose is to extract program-specific information frames in order to decide the target channel, and I-frame acquisition, which is for the reduction of the bandwidth required for digital video transmission.
To ensure interactivity and satisfactory QoE, the channel zapping delay needs to be below 2 seconds [14] . Typical STB de-jitter buffers can store 100˜500 ms of video, so network jitter must be within these limits. Generally, IGMP processing takes less than 100 ms, and most of this delay is made up of the buffering delay, because in the ordinary case the decoding delay is less than 100 ms. Moreover, the buffering and decoding delays have a trade-off relationship, the greater the amount of buffer data, the faster the decoding process.
To reduce the channel zapping delay, we only consider the network layer zapping time, because the buffering time and decoding time are beyond the scope of this paper. When the user changes the current channel, IP STB generates an IGMP leave message for the current channel and sends it to the home gateway. After receiving the IGMP leave message, the home gateway sends an IGMP group-specific query message to the home network, in order to see if any host has membership to the group specified in the leave message. If no reports are received after the response time of the last query expires, the home gateway assumes that the group has no local members, stops the forwarding of the multicast stream corresponding to the group, and sends its upper router an IGMP leave message for the group. After the IP STB sends the IGMP leave message to the home gateway, it sends an IGMP join message for the new channel. The home gateway receives this message and sends an IGMP join message to the upper router if no other local hosts have membership for the group. GWR receives the join message and sends a protocol independent multicast (PIM) join message to the other multicast routers in the access network. Then, the multicast stream for the group corresponding to the new channel can be transmitted to the IP STB. In thissituation, the network layer channel zapping time (Tn) should be the sum of the IGMP leave processing time (Tleave), IGMP join processing time (Tjoin), and multicast stream forwarding time to the IP STB (Tforward):
The traditional IPTV service model incurs a network layer channel changing delay, since the channel changing information has to travel upstream through the network to the service provider. If IPTV channel packages were delivered to the OLT using a high-capacity backplane and differentiated IPTV channel packages were delivered to the ONU, the distance the IGMP messages need to travel to effect channel switching would be greatly reduced, thereby providing a shorter channel zapping time.
Simulations
We assume that 16 ONUs are connected to an OLT. The OLT delivers the requested IPTV channels or channel packages to each ONU. The network traffic model is characterized by self-similarity and long-range dependence (LRD). The frame delays of the upstream and downstream traffic of the ONUs are analyzed for the purpose of estimating the network layer channel zapping time.
In the upstream traffic simulation, the cyclic pollingbased dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm with strict priority scheduling (SPR) is used [6] . The cyclic polling time is 1 ms. For the high-priority service, the emulation of a T1 connection, which consumes a bandwidth of 4.48 Mbit/s, and IGMP control frames are considered. For the medium-priority service, VBR video streams that exhibit the properties of self-similarity IPTV Delivery Architecture in 10G EPONs using ONU-Based -Su-il Choi … 77
and LRD are considered. For the low-priority service, non-real-time data transfer is considered. When the load in the simulation is varied, that (5 Mbit/s) of the high-priority service is kept constant and the remaining load is split equally between the medium-priority and low-priority services. In the performance diagrams, the ONU s offered load values are normalized to the ONU s ' ' ingress link capacity (100 Mbit/s). Figure 10 shows the IGMP control frame delays of the upstream traffic of the ONUs. As the load increases from light to heavy, the mean and maximum delays are increased when the FIFO queue processing technique is used. When the cyclic polling-based DBA with SPR is applied, the mean frame delay of the IGMP control messages is about 0.5 ms with various offered ONU loads. The maximum frame delay also remains at about 3 ms with various offered ONU loads. Hence, the DBA algorithm with SPR is adequate for the transmission of the upstream traffic.
In the downstream traffic simulation, the high-priority service is considered to have a constant load (5 Mbit/s) for each ONU, as in the case of the upstream traffic simulation. For the medium-priority service, IPTV channels that require roughly 9 Mbit/s for each high definition TV (HDTV) channel using advanced video compression are considered. For the low-priority service, best effort traffic (15 Mbit/s) is considered for each ONU. We vary the load of the medium-priority traffic by increasing the number of HDTV channels delivered to the STB. Figure 11 shows the IPTV frame delays of the ONUs and network layer channel zapping delays in the case where IPTV channel delivery with LGID is applied. The network layer channel zapping time (Tn) is obtained as the sum of the upstream IGMP frame delays of the ONUs, the round-trip time (RTT), the downstream IPTV channel delay of the ONUs, and the additional OLT or/and ONU processing time (1 ms). As the number of IPTV channels increases, the frame delays and network layer channel zapping times are increased. When the load of the IPTV traffic of the ONU is below the ONU s link capacity (100 Mbit/s), the mean and ' maximum network layer channel zapping times are about 2 ms and 5 ms, respectively.
When IPTV channel package delivery with VLAN and IGMP snooping is applied, the network layer channel zapping time (Tn) can be considered to be instantaneous, because the RTT and frame delays of the upstream and downstream traffics are not considered. However, the proposed IPTV channel package delivery consumes more downstream bandwidth of the EPON.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We propose an IPTV channel delivery model for 10G EPONs. By using logical group identification, ONUbased multicast or multiple shared LAN emulation is proposed for EPONs. Using ONU-based VLAN services, EPONs can support separate and secure connections between providers and subscribers. When 10G EPONs with LGID are used for IPTV distribution, differentiated IPTV channel packages are delivered from the OLT to each ONU, and the ONU delivers the requested channels to the STB. Hence, ONU-based VLAN and the IGMP snooping mechanism enable EPONs to provide differentiated and secure IPTV channel package delivery services, while shortening the channel zapping time. 
